


� Consequences of the strangeness conservation for

neutral kaons

In the work ��� the properties of the density matrix of two neutral K
mesons� following from the strangeness conservation in strong and electro�
magnetic interactions� have been investigated� By de
nition� the diagonal
elements of the non�normalized two�particle density matrix coincide with
the two�particle structure functions� which are proportional to the double
inclusive cross�sections�

Strangeness is the additive quantum number� Taking into account the
strangeness conservation� the pairs of neutral kaons K�K� �strangeness
S  ���� 	K� 	K� �strangeness S  ��� and K� 	K� �strangeness S  ��
are produced incoherently� This means that in the K�� 	K�� representation
the non�diagonal elements of the density matrix between the states K�K�

and 	K� 	K�� K�K� and K� 	K�� 	K� 	K� and K� 	K� are equal to zero� However�
the non�diagonal elements of the two�kaon density matrix between the two
states jK�i�p��j 	K�i�p�� and j 	K�i�p��jK�i�p�� with the zero strangeness are not
equal to zero� in general� Here p� and p� are the momenta of the 
rst and
second kaons�

The internal states of K� meson �S  �� and 	K� meson �S  ��� are
the superpositions of the states jK�

Si and jK�
Li� where K�

S is the short�lived
neutral kaon and K�

L is the long�lived one� Neglecting the small e�ect of
CP non�invariance� the CP �parity of the state K�

S is equal to ����� and the
CP �parity of the state K�

L is equal to ����� in doing so�

jK�i  �p
�
�jK�

Si � jK�
Li�� j 	K�i  �p

�
�jK�

Si � jK�
Li��

It is clear that both the quasistationary states of the neutral kaon have
no de
nite strangeness�

It is easy to show that

jK�i�p�� � jK�i�p��  �
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It follows from the Bose�symmetry of the wave function of two neutral
kaons with respect to the total permutation of internal states and momenta
that the CP �parity of the system K� 	K� is always positive ��� �the C�parity
is ����L� the space parity is P  ����L� where L is the orbital momentum��

The system of two non�identical neutral kaons K� 	K� in the symmetric
internal state� corresponding to even orbital momenta� is decomposed into
the schemes jK�

SijK�
Si and jK�

LijK�
Li ����

j��i  �p
�
�jK�i�p�� � j 	K�i�p�� � j 	K�i�p�� � jK�i�p��� 


�p
�
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Li�p�� � jK�
Li�p���� ���

meantime� the system K� 	K� in the antisymmetric internal state� corre�
sponding to odd orbital momenta� is decomposed into the scheme jK�

SijK�
Li

����

j��i  �p
�
�jK�i�p�� � j 	K�i�p�� � j 	K�i�p�� � jK�i�p��� 
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The strangeness conservation leads to the fact that all the double inclu�
sive cross�sections of production of pairs K�

SK
�
S � K

�
LK

�
L and K�

SK
�
L �two�

particle structure functions� prove to be symmetric with respect to the
permutation of momenta p� and p��

fSS�p��p��  fSS�p��p��� fLL�p��p��  fLL�p��p���

fSL�p��p��  fSL�p��p��� ���

Besides� due to the strangeness conservation� the structure functions of
neutralK mesons produced in inclusive processes are invariant with respect

�



to the replacement of the short�lived state K�
S by the long�lived state K�

L�
and vice versa ����

fSS�p��p��  fLL�p��p�� 
�

�
�fK�K��p��p�� � f �K� �K��p��p���

�fK� �K��p��p�� � f �K�K��p��p��� �
�

�
Re �K� �K�� �K�K��p��p��� ���

fSL�p��p��  fLS�p��p�� 
�

�
�fK�K��p��p�� � f �K� �K��p��p���

�fK� �K��p��p�� � f �K�K��p��p���� �

�
Re �K� �K�� �K�K��p��p��� ���

where �K� �K�� �K�K��p��p��  �� �K�K��K� �K��p��p���� are the non�diagonal
elements of the two�kaon density matrix� The di�erence between the two�
particle structure functions fSS and fSL is connected just with the contri�
bution of these non�diagonal elements�

It is evident that the one�particle structure functions for the production
of K�

S and K�
L are equal to each other� After integrating the relations ���

over the momentum distribution of neutral kaons one can obtain the mutual
equality of the average multiplicities of the K�

S and K�
L states� as well as

the mutual equality of the average squares of multiplicities�

hnSi  hnLi� hn�Si  hn�Li� ���

� Structure of pair correlations of identical and non�

identical neutral kaons with close momenta

Now let us consider� within the model of one�particle sources ������ the
correlations of pairs of neutral K mesons with close momenta �see also
our recent works ������ �� In the case of the identical states K�

SK
�
S and

K�
LK

�
L we obtain the following expressions for the correlation functionsRSS �

RLL �proportional to the structure functions�� normalized to unity at large
relative momenta�

�



RSS�k�  RLL�k�  �K�K� �� � FK���k� � � bint�k�� �

�� �K� �K�

h
� � F �K���k� � ��bint�k�

i
�

��K� �K� �� � FK� �K���k� � �Bint�k�� � ���

Here k is the momentum of one of the kaons in the c�m� frame of the pair�
and the quantities �K�K�� � �K� �K� and �K� �K� are the relative fractions of the
average numbers of produced pairs K�K�� 	K� 	K� and K� 	K�� respectively
��K�K� � � �K� �K� � �K� �K�  �� � The �formfactors� FK���k�� F �K���k� and
FK� �K���k� appear due to the contribution of Bose�statistics�

FK���k� 
Z
WK��r� cos��kr� d�r� F �K���k� 

Z
W �K��r� cos��kr� d�r�

FK� �K���k� 
Z
WK� �K��r� cos��kr� d�r� ����

whereWK��r�� W �K��r� and WK� �K��r� are the probability distributions of
distances between the sources of emission of two K� mesons� between the
sources of emission of two 	K� mesons and between the sources of emission
of the K� meson and 	K� meson� respectively� in the c�m� frame of the
kaon pair� Meantime� the quantity bint�k� describes the contribution of the
S�wave interaction of two K� mesons� the quantity �bint�k� describes the
contribution of the S�wave interaction of two 	K� mesons and the quantity
Bint�k� describes the contribution of the S�wave interaction of theK� meson
with the 	K� meson� Due to the CP invariance� the quantities bint�k� and
�bint�k� can be expressed by means of averaging the same function b�k� r�
over the di�erent distributions�

bint�k� 
Z
WK��r�b�k� r�d�r� �bint�k� 

Z
W �K��r�b�k� r�d�r�

The quantity Bint�k� has the structure

Bint�k� 
Z
WK� �K��r�B�k� r�d�r�

where B�k� r� � b�k� r��
Let us emphasize that when the pair of non�identical neutral kaonsK� 	K�

is produced but the pair of identical quasistationary statesK�
SK

�
S �orK�

LK
�
L�

�



is registered over decays� the two�particle correlations at small relative mo�
menta have the same character as in the case of usual identical bosons with
zero spin ����

For the pairs of non�identical kaon states K�
SK

�
L the correlation functions

at small relative momenta have the form�

RSL�k�  RLS�k�  �K�K� �� � FK���k� � � bint�k�� �

�� �K� �K�

h
� � F �K���k� � ��bint�k�

i
�

��K� �K� ��� FK� �K���k�� � ����

In accordance with Eq������ at the production of the pair of non�identical
neutral kaons K� 	K� and the registration of the two�particle state K�

SK
�
L

over decays the pair correlations are analogous to the correlations of two
identical fermions with the same spin projections� This is connected with
the fact that in the considered case the pairK�

SK
�
L has odd orbital momenta

����
It follows from Eqs���� and ���� that the correlation functions of pairs

of neutral K mesons with close momenta� which are created in inclusive
processes� satisfy the relation

RSS�k� �RLL�k�� RSL�k�� RLS�k�  � �RSS�k�� RSL�k�� 

 ��K� �K� �FK� �K���k� �Bint�k�� � ����

We see that the di�erence between the correlation functions of the pairs
of identical neutral kaons K�

SK
�
S and pairs of non�identical neutral kaons

K�
SK

�
L is conditioned exclusively by the generation of �K� 	K�� pairs�

The relations connecting the contribution of the S�wave strong interac�
tion into the pair correlations of particles at small relative momenta with
the parameters of low�energy scattering were obtained earlier in the papers
������ It is essential that the �formfactors� ���� and the functions bint�k��
�bint�k� and Bint�k� depend on the space�time parameters of the generation
region of neutral kaons and tend to zero at high values of the relative mo�
mentum q  �jkj of two neutral kaons� ��

�� Let us note that	 in principle	 the P 
wave resonance ��
meson	 M � ���� MeV�c�	  � � MeV�
may in�uence the K�

S
K�
L
� correlations� But this in�uence manifests itself only in the narrow region of

comparatively large relative momenta �k � ��� MeV�c	 and it is strongly suppressed at small relative
momenta which are discussed here�

�



� Contribution of the S�wave K�
�K
�� interaction

The function B�k� r�� describing the contribution of the 
nal�state inter�
action betweenK� and 	K� mesons into theK�

SK
�
S � correlations and into the

di�erence of the correlation functions �RSS�k��RSL�k��� may be calculated
analytically using the approximation of the superposition of the plane and
spherical waves� if characteristic distances r� between sources of K� and 	K�

mesons are� r� � d�� where d� is the radius of action of short�range forces
between the K� meson and 	K� meson �really� already at r� � d�� ���� In so
doing

B�k� r�  jAK� �K��k�j� �
r�

� �Re

�
�AK�

�K�
�k�

exp�ikr� coskr

r

�
A � ����

whereAK� �K��k� � AK� �K��K� �K��k� is the amplitude of the S�waveK� 	K� �
scattering� k  jkj� r  jrj�

Now let us take into account the e�ect of the possible transitionK�K� �
K� 	K� between the pairs of oppositely charged and neutral kaons on the pair
correlations of two identical kaons with small relative momenta� We can use
here the theory of the S�wave multichannel scattering ���� Assuming that
pairs K�K� and K� 	K� are emitted with equal probabilities by the same
pairs of isotopically unpolarized sources� the function B�k� r� should be
replaced by fB�k� r�  B�k� r� � �B�k� r�� where ���

�B�k� r� 
����A�c�

K�K��K� �K��k�
����� cos

� ekr � C�ekac� sin� ekr
r�

� ����

Here ek 
p
k� � �MK�MK and k are the moduli of the momentum of

each of the charged kaons and of each of the neutral kaons� respectively� in
the c�m� frame of the pair K� 	K��

MK  �MK� �MK���� � ����� MeV c��

�MK MK� �MK� � � MeV c��

ac  �	h���MK�e�� � ����� Fm is the Bohr radius of the �K�K�� system�

�



C�ekac�  �	�ekac
�� exp���	�ekac�

is the Coulomb factor corresponding to the attraction of the oppositely
charged kaons� A

�c�
K�K��K� �K��k� is the e�ective amplitude of the reaction

K�K� � K� 	K�� renormalized by the Coulomb interaction� ��

At k  � the modulus of the momentum of the K� �K���meson in the
c�m� frame of the pair K� 	K� is equal to ek� 

p
�MK�MK � ���� MeV c�

As a result� the Coulomb factor incorporated in Eq����� is close to unity�

� 
 C�ekac� � C�ek�ac� � �������

Thus� with the precision of the order of ��! we obtain

�B�k� r�  jAK�K��K� �K��k�j� �

r�
� ����

It is known that the amplitudes AK� �K��K� �K��k� and AK�K��K� �K��k�
are determined by the contribution of the sub�threshold S�wave resonances
f������ �isotopic spin T  �� and a������ �isotopic spin T  �� ������

AK� �K��K� �K��k� 
�

�
�A�T����k� �A�T����k�� �

AK�K��K� �K��k� 
�

�
�A�T����k�� A�T����k�� � ����

According to Eqs� ����� ���� and ����� we come to the following approx�
imate relation�

�� The S
wave amplitude	 determining directly the e�ective cross
section of the process K�K� � K� �K�

according to the standard formula

�K�K��K� �K��k� � �� jAK�K��K� �K� �k�j
� kek �

is AK�K��K� �K��k� �

q
C�ekac�A�c�

K�K��K� �K��k��

	



fB�k� r�  B�k� r� � �B�k� r�  � jA�T����k�j� � jA�T����k�j� � �

�r�
�

�Re

�
� �A�T����k� �A�T����k��

exp�ikr� cos�kr�

r

�
A � ����

Recently the 
rst statistically meaningful experimental results on the
Bose�correlations of two K�

S mesons� produced in collisions of relativistic
heavy ions� have been presented by the international STAR Collaboration
�����

� Correlations of neutral heavy mesons

Formally� analogous relations are valid also for the neutral heavy mesons
D�� B� and B�

s � In doing so� the role of strangeness conservation is played�
respectively� by the conservation of charm and beauty in inclusive multiple
processes with production of these mesons � In these cases the quasistation�
ary states are also states with de
nite CP parity� neglecting the e�ects of
CP nonconservation �

For example�

jB�
Si 

�p
�
�jB�i� j 	B�i�� CP parity �����

jB�
Li 

�p
�
�jB�i � j 	B�i�� CP parity �����

In accordance with the mechanism of mixing a particle with the respec�
tive antiparticle due to weak interaction through the exchange of two virtual
W bosons� states with CP parity ���� have the greater mass and the larger
lifetime than states with CP parity ����� The di�erence of masses between
the respective CP �odd and CP �even states is very insigni
cant in all the
cases� ranging from ����� MeV for K� mesons up to ���� MeV for B�

s

mesons � Concerning the lifetimes of these states� in the case of K� mesons
they di�er by ��� times� but for D�� B� and B�

s mesons the respective
lifetimes are almost the same� In connection with this� it is practically im�
possible to distinguish the states of D�� B� and B�

s mesons with de
nite CP






parity by the di�erence in their lifetimes� These states� in principle� can be
identi
ed through the purely CP �even and purely CP �odd decay chan�
nels � however� in fact the branching ratio for such decays is very small �
For example�

Br �D� � 	�	��  ���� 	 ���� �CP  ����

Br �D� � K�K��  ���� 	 ���� �CP  ����

Br �B�
s � J�" 	�� 
 ��� 	 ���� �CP  ����

Br �B� � J�" K�
S�  � 	 ���� �CP  ����

Just as in the case of neutral K mesons� the correlation functions for the
pairs of states of neutral D� B and Bs mesons with the same CP parity
� RSS  RLL � and for the pairs of states with di�erent CP parity � RSL � do
not coincide� and the di�erence between them is conditioned exclusively by
the production of pairs D� 	D�� B� 	B� and B�

s
	B�
s � respectively� In particular�

for B�
s mesons the following relation holds�

RSS�k�� RSL�k�  ��B�
s
�B�
s

h
FB�

s
�B�
s
��k� �Bint�k�

i
� ����

here �B�
s
�B�
s
is the relative fraction of generated pairs B�

s
	B�
s �

FB�
s
�B�
s
��k� 

Z
WB�

s
�B�
s
�r� cos��kr� d�r� Bint�k� 

Z
WB�

s
�B�
s
�r�B�k� r� d�r�

B�k� r�  jAB�
s
�B�
s
�k�j� �

r�
� �Re

�
�AB�

s
�B�
s
�k�

exp�ikr� coskr

r

�
A �

where AB�
s
�B�
s
�k� � AB�

s
�B�
s�B�

s
�B�
s
�k� is the amplitude of S�wave B�

s
	B�
s � scatte�

ring� k  jkj � r  jrj� Let us remark that the B�
s and 	B�

s mesons do not
have charged partners � the isotopic spin equals zero � and� on account of
that� in the given case the transition similar to K�K� � K� 	K� is absent �

��



� Summary

�� It is shown that� taking into account the strangeness conservation� the
double inclusive cross�sections of the production of two short�lived neutral
K mesons and two long�lived neutral K mesons are equal to each other�
This result is the direct consequence of the strangeness conservation�

�� Within the model of one�particle sources the formulas for the correla�
tion functions RSS  RLL and RSL  RLS are obtained� which involve the
contributions of Bose�statistics� of the S�wave 
nal�state interaction of two
K� � 	K�� mesons as well as of a K� meson with a 	K� meson� and also the
contribution of transitions K�K� � K� 	K�� and depend upon the relative
fractions of produced pairs K�K�� 	K� 	K� and K� 	K��

�� It is shown that the production of �K� 	K�� pairs with the zero strange�
ness leads to the di�erence between the correlation functions RSS and RSL

of two neutral kaons�

�� The character of analogous correlations for neutral heavy mesons D� �
B�� B�

s with nonzero charm and beauty is discussed � Contrary to the case
ofK� mesons� here the distinction of respectiveCP �even and CP �odd states
encounters di�culties� which are connected with the insigni
cant di�erence
of their lifetimes and the relatively small probability of purely CP �even and
purely CP �odd decay channels �
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